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ABSTRACT   

Multi-perspective image acquisition constitutes a novel method of documenting the entireness of an event, by recording 
from multiple points of view. In combination with stereoscopic imaging, it captures two modalities of three-dimensional 
representation, perspective and depth. These modalities are then applied for display in a hexagonal stereoscopic multi-
screen projection environment, the RE-ACTOR1 platform. In this paper the author describes, in form of two case studies, 
the implementation of two projects for the platform within the performing art context.    
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1. INTRODUCTION  
As a member of an audience observing a dance or theatre performance, one is often removed from the stage and located 
somewhere within the seating area. Particular in larger venues, the perspective is an aerial one and with a significant 
distance between observer and the action on stage. This arrangement can limit the sense of intimacy, the audience is 
disconnected, details might pass unnoticed and the point-of-view is fixed.  

The here described approach tries to work around these limitations by sacrificing the live aspect of the performance by a 
recording and replacing the theatre stage with a video installation. The focus of this technical implementation is to 
construct and recreate a true-to-life experience of the events on stage for the audience in an exhibition.  

The paper describes the technical framework for stereoscopic multi-perspective image acquisition and display and gives 
a detailed account on the production parameters of two exemplary projects within those frameworks. These projects are 
the dance piece Double District, choreographed and performed by Saburo Teshigawra and a scene from the theatre play 
Lipsynch by director Robert Lepage. Both projects present their individual challenges in terms of stereoscopic multi-
perspective acquisition, image processing and display.  

         
Figure 1,2: RE-ACTOR, hexagonal stereoscopic back-projection platform. Model (l), screening Double District at the eArts 

Festival Shanghai 2008 (r). 

                                                
1 RE-ACTOR (2008) Conceived and produced by Sarah Kenderdine and Jeffrey Shaw.  



 
 

 
 

1.1 The RE-ACTOR platform 

The RE-ACTOR (Fig. 1,2) consists of a hexagonal metal frame (5.7 x 5.7 x 2.1 m) with six in its walls embedded 
projection screens (2.4 x 1.8 m). The screens are for passive stereoscopic back-projection and therefore incorporate a 
silver coating to retain polarisation direction. Inside RE-ACTOR are six SXGA+ resolution (1400x1050 pixel) projector 
pairs with fitted linear polarisation filters. One projector pair for each screen surface. A networked cluster of computers 
(six image generators and one server) deliver time synchronised imagery to the projectors and handle the sound 
playback.  

Each screen displays the same scene, either computer generated or live-action, in time synchronicity but from a different 
point-of-view, analogous to the architecture of the space within which it is projected. The platform can comfortably be 
viewed by up to thirty people simultaneous. The configuration of the system allows members of the audience to 
experience an immersive three-dimensional virtual space (the architectural container of RE-ACTOR) in the physical 
world. The result is a natural interface, in common with the material world, a transformation in location and orientation 
in the exhibition space leads to an equivalent perspective change in the virtual world or the viewpoint the performance is 
observed from. 

1.2 Limitations RE-ACTOR 

Correct perspective and depth perception for an observer is only possible from a singular position in relation to any of 
the screens. This position, the ortho-stereoscopic sweet-spot, is determined by the acquisition geometry and camera 
properties in relation to the installation architecture and screen placement. By changing position in front of a screen and 
from screen to screen, the observer introduces an error in placement and therefore a distortion in the reconstructed 
stereoscopic image [1]. The steeper the angle-of-view onto a screen the more extreme is the distortion in the imagery for 
an observer. Visual barriers between the screens could block neighboring screens from view to prevent an excessive 
steep angle view onto a screen.  

1.3 Image acquisition 

Capturing a live-action performance for RE-ACTOR is based on recreating the illusion of observing the scene played out 
within the boundaries of this virtual space. Six evenly distributed stereoscopic camera pairs encircle the scene and mirror 
the physical configuration of the installation (Fig. 3,4). Perspective and stereoscopic depth perception should match the 
physical properties of the space. Ideally, the set or scene to be captured should not exceed the physical dimensions of 
RE-ACTOR. If this is the case, objects would be placed outside of its boundaries or in stereoscopic negative parallax. 
This is only possible to an extend and cutting an object in negative parallax by the screen frame should be avoided 
(stereoscopic window violation) [2] which further limits the usable space outside RE-ACTOR.  

In case of the dance performance example, this condition could be met, the actual stage dimension was defined to fit 
within RE-ACTOR's physical boundaries (Fig. 3), only occasionally the upper body is reaching out of the screen. The set 
of the theatre performance was too big to be able to fit within RE-ACTOR. A compromise was made by keeping the 
underlying geometry and relative position and orientation of the cameras to each other but moving them further out. The 
result is a miniaturization of the scene on screen without compromising the integrity of the virtual space (Fig. 4).  

            
Figure 3,4: Model of Double District (l) and Lipsynch (r) capture and display configuration. The stage for Double District fit 

inside the physical size of RE-ACTOR, capture and display are 1:1 scale, whereas the size of the Lipsynch set can’t be 
fitted. The shooting configuration is expanded causing a scaled down perception in display. 



 
 

 
 

2. STEREOSCOPIC CONSIDERATIONS 
The overall stereoscopic quality is determined by variable stereoscopic camera properties and given attributes such as 
scene dimensions and screen size. The viewer position in relation to the screen is assumed to be fixed, no real-time 
adjustments to compensate for the viewer position can be made within the system. To ensure a comfortable viewing 
experience within the human fusional range, on-screen parallax limits need to be considered (Fig.5). The Bercovitz [1] 
formula was utilized to ensure no excessive disparity is present from any of the cameras point-of-view. Excessive 
disparity in positive parallax occurs if the pupils of an observer are forced to diverge (maximum positive parallax), in 
negative parallax, no object should be closer then half the distance camera to zero-parallax plane (medium negative 
parallax). The screen-plane equals the zero-parallax plane.  

 
Figure 5: Qualitative diagram of the usable space in stereoscopic imaging.  

2.1 Ortho-stereoscopic imaging 

A stereoscopic image is ortho-stereoscopic when it replicates the human binocular vision. Geometry and perspective are 
natural and the perceived depth is equal to the original scene. According to Spottiswoode et al. [3] ortho-stereoscopic 
conditions are:  

 tc = te  V = M fc Pm = te 

True ortho-stereoscopic perception is only possible for the spectator at the position V = M fc  in relation to the screen. 

In addition Lipton [4] suggests toti-ortho-stereoscopic condition when the perceived size of an object is equivalent to the 
perception in the real world. If met, object magnification equals one: 

 m  =  M  f / V  =  1 

Note, that by definition, for ortho-stereoscopic representation it is not obligatory that the display covers the entire 
observers' field-of-vision. This would constitute a special case, an immersive ortho-stereoscopic image. The human 
binocular field of vision covers approximate 120 x 100 degree [5]. To accomplish this, the observer has to be either 
relative close to the screen or a curved of relative large screen is necessary to cover the peripheral vision. For all other 
cases, the stereoscopic display can be seen as a window with the screen boundary being the window frame. 

Notation: tc - camera interaxial distance, te - interocular distance (average ~64mm), f - focal length, M - frame 
magnification or ratio of screen width (Ws) to camera sensor width (Wc), m - object magnification, Do - distance camera 
to zero parallax plane, V - distance spectator to screen, Pm - max. on-screen parallax, s - screen width , sp - screen 
horizontal resolution [pixel]. 

2.2 Simplification 

For the here described projects, a different approach to ortho-stereoscopy was chosen, given the fixed properties of the 
projection environment and practical limitations in terms of camera placement and lens choice. The basic model being to 



 
 

 
 

substitute the spectator’s eyes with a stereoscopic camera pair (Fig. 6,7). For stereoscopic imaging, the eye can be 
thought of as a camera [6], with the lens refracting light to be focused on the retina. The eye's pupil acts as the aperture 
and the retina is the image plane. Important parameters to consider are the camera field of view or focal length of the 
lens, camera/viewer relative position to screen or scene, distance camera/viewer to point of convergence, screen size and 
aspect ratio. 

 
Figure 6,7,8: Capture and display model, substitution of viewer with a camera (l), calculation of the zero-parallax plane 

distance. Do is set equal to the distance spectator to screen (m), H.I.T. (Horizontal Image Translation) calculation. 
H.I.T. is used to push the stereoscopic scene behind the screen surface (r). 

Shooting with parallel stereoscopic cameras causes the scene on screen to be reproduced entirely in negative parallax. 
This is not desired in this context, the performance should be perceived as being within the boundaries of RE-ACTOR 
and the zero-parallax plane should be aligned with the screen surface. By using horizontal image translation (H.I.T.) 
(Fig. 8) in post processing the zero-parallax plane and with it the entire scene is pushed back. This can be considered 
equivalent to camera convergence onto the zero-parallax plane, camera asymmetric frustums or a horizontal shift lens. 
H.I.T. is applied by simple translation of the left frame in relation to the right and cropping to the common area. By 
setting the spectator-screen distance equal to the zero-parallax plane distance, the pixel amount for H.I.T. equals sp tc / s. 
By using less of the frame (cropping of the image) the ideal viewer position in relation to the screen or the ortho-
stereoscopic sweet-spot is pulled further back. This is equivalent to using a longer lens or a decrease in the camera field-
of-view. 

2.3 Conclusion stereoscopic properties 

In reality, ortho-stereoscopy has only limited relevance [7], a spectator will not remain within the sweet-spot but walk 
around the installation, as intended by the architecture. Stereoscopic and ortho-stereoscopic principles and calculations 
are useful tools for planning and to get an estimate about lens and stereoscopic properties and camera placement. This is 
particular important to ensure consistency of the multi-perspective imagery within the RE-ACTOR environment. But for 
creative film making these are reference points only. Experience, test shots, 3D stereoscopic pre-visualisation and on-
location stereoscopic preview allows for fine tuning and adaptation of shooting parameters to achieve a specific “3D 
look” and to emotionally engage the audience. 

3. PROJECTS 
3.1 Double District (2008)  

Double District is a virtual human-scale duet choreography in form of a multi-channel stereoscopic video installation 
(Fig. 2). Specifically for this installation, a series of solo and duet scenes, lasting between 30 seconds and 4 minutes, 
where choreographed and performed. Each segment begins and ends in total darkness, realised by fading lights. This 
notion simplified the final arrangement of the segments, there are no visible cuts and it gives the piece its structure. The 
total length is 17:30. 

The multi-perspective nature (Fig. 9) of the capture configuration was a challenge for the choreographer. A rethink of the 
traditional notion of stage performance, where the audience is usually restricted to the seating area and the dancers direct 
their performances accordingly, was necessary. Here, the observer is omni-present, and the choreographer does not have 
knowledge or control over the position of audience members at any time during the performance. In addition, the 
relatively restricted usable space on stage and the properties of the stereoscopic capture system influenced the 
choreography. In rehearsals, a framework was established by defining the aesthetics, composition, lighting design and 



 
 

 
 

structure of the piece. The intention was to place the performers in a black void, giving them the notion of floating in 
space without spatial reference for the viewer.  

  
Figure 9: Multi-perspective scene from Double District, monoscopic version. 

Capture and processing 
Remote-head compact digital single chip CCD cameras (Fig. 10) were utilized to achieve cinematic quality and fidelity 
of the imagery. The cameras (Imperx IPX-2M30G) are able to capture in high pixel and color resolution (1600x1200 
pixel, 10bit) and high frame rate (30 fps progressive). Time synchronization is realised through an external trigger. Good 
quality lenses (Bolex Switar 10mm, f/1.6) allowed adequate aperture control, minimal color aberration and manual 
focus. Image sensing, capturing, recording and preview are all in the digital domain. The raw uncompressed data from 
the twelve cameras is streamed through capture boards directly onto hard disk arrays within the recording computers 
(Fig. 11). The post-processing workflow comprised of frame extraction from the raw data stream, bayer decoding, color 
grading and background noise removal. Stereo pairs where aligned with the help of a calibration image and the zero 
parallax plane is defined according to the geometry of the shoot (zero parallax plane is at the screen surface). After 
cropping to compensate for H.I.T. and framing of the shot, a side-by-side stereo frame is generated (2800x1050 pixel 
resolution) and the sequence compressed in a lossless video codec. These sequences are then arranged to the final cut and 
compressed in MPEG4 for playback.  

   
 Figure 10,11,12: Double District stereoscopic camera pair (l), recording equipment (m), set-up in the studio (r). 

Shoot 
There is a discrepancy between the theoretical ideal capture configuration to reproduce the virtual space of RE-ACTOR 
and the real camera placement during the shoot. The cameras had to be moved in closer towards the stage and lowered 
down. By moving the cameras closer, the perceived depth, distance and scale are changed but a better framing of the 
subjects could be achieved. A series of test shots with full-size stereoscopic preview on location in the studio allowed for 
subjective evaluation of camera positioning in relation to the stage. By moving the cameras closer, the perceived depth of 
the scene increases. Subjectively, the stereoscopic effect is more engaging and the notion of the virtual space within RE-
ACTOR could be maintained. Scale and distance where not noticeable different, due to cropping of the image frame in 
post processing. Positioning the camera lower in relation to the stage causes the floor of RE-ACTOR to virtually raise 
above ground without interfering with the notion of the virtual room. 

3.2 Lipsynch RE-ACTOR (2010) 

Lipsynch (2007) is a theatre piece by director Robert Lepage with a multi layered narrative structure. A single scene, 12 
minutes long, was chosen to create a stereoscopic multi-perspective video installation for the RE-ACTOR environment. 



 
 

 
 

The scene is semi self-contained in its narrative and functions without the larger context of the entire play. The set design 
is a perspective anamorphic scene (Fig. 13) and lends itself for stereoscopic imaging due to many depth cues within the 
set. It is comprised of an assortment of pieces of wood seemingly scattered at random, but filmed and projected on the 
back wall, they appear to be a solid table set (Fig.18) and a piano bar. 

 
Figure 13: A model of the Lipsync set, camera positions are indicated by actual camera video stills. 

Planning and stereoscopic 3D pre-visualisation 
A model of the set and stereoscopic pre-visualisation [8] was used to determine camera placement and stereoscopic 
camera properties. The main criteria, which apply to any of the six points-of-view, where: 

• The recreation of the set within the virtual space of RE-ACTOR. 
• A true-to-life experience for a spectator or ortho-stereoscopic conditions for the shoot. 
• Total on-screen parallax within the limit of fusional range. 
• Avoidance of excessive negative parallax. 
• Avoidance of stereoscopic window violations of objects at the screen frames. 
• A pleasing and interesting image composition. 

Applying the same simplified ortho-stereoscopic model for capture and viewing geometry as in Double District, it is 
obvious that it will not be possible to fulfill all criteria for every point-of-view without completely changing the multi-
perspective capture geometry. The set in relation to RE-ACTOR is too big. Too many elements would extrude outside the 
hexagon and be placed in negative parallax, causing excessive disparity and stereoscopic window violations. By up-
scaling the virtual representation of the projection environment within the set and at the same time pulling the cameras 
further out at the same rate (Fig. 2,14), more elements of the set are within RE-ACTOR. The effect on display is a 
miniaturization of the scene by the same factor, the perceived depth is unchanged. With help of 3D pre-visualisation and 
stereoscopic preview a scale factor of 1:1.3 and the optimal position of the virtual RE-ACTOR in relation to the set was 
determined (Fig. 14). On location with the set, actors and cameras in place, a reevaluation of the camera positions and 
orientations was conducted. Small changes in position and orientation allowed for better framing of the shots, without 
compromising on the integrity of the virtual space too much.  

  
Figure 14,15: Planning model of the Lipsynch set. Capture and display configuration (l). A view through one of the virtual 

cameras in the model (anaglyphic version) (r).  



 
 

 
 

Capture and processing 
A custom stereoscopic camera rig (Fig. 16) based on a consumer camcorder model (Panasonic HDC-TM300 with x0.5 
wide angle adapter) was designed for the shoot. The individual cameras can't be electronically time-synchronised, but the 
action on stage is relatively slow and synchronisation with the help of a slate is acceptable. The camera utilizes standard 
AVCHD encoding and flash memory for storage. It has a full HD 25p mode and better then average light sensitivity. 
Within the stereoscopic rig, the left camera is mounted up-side-down to allow for a minimum interaxial distance of 
67mm, the cameras have parallel optical axis, no convergence is applied. Alignment of the cameras to each other is done 
with the help of adjustment screws. The camera horizontal field-of-view, after cropping to a 4:3 aspect ratio, is ~56 
degree. Post-processing is comprised of time synchronization of all twelve cameras, color grading, stereoscopic 
registration and H.I.T. of stereo pairs, cropping and framing to the 4:3 projection aspect ratio and compositing to six 
side-by-side formatted master clips. 

   
Figure 16,17,18: Custom designed stereoscopic camera rig (l), Lipsynch set (m), the perspective anamorphic set in pre-

visualisation  and actual projected image (r) 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
A novel semi ortho-stereoscopic multi-perspective capture and display system is introduced and it’s potential as a virtual 
space or immersive platform is demonstrated with two specifically for this framework created projects. A simple model 
for capture and viewing geometry is introduced and its adaptation for different scene sizes is described. It is shown that 
the system can accommodate a wide range of different scenarios by compromising on the perceived true-to-life scale but 
keeping the virtual space geometry intact. By working on real projects, it became clear that a pure geometric and 
mathematical model is not adequate to capture pleasing and engaging images. It is necessary to depart from the 
theoretical ideal capture configuration, and by doing so compromising the recreation of the scene within reactor for a 
more balanced and interesting result. 

 Future work will include an empirical study into the effectiveness and the limits in suspension-of-disbelief this system 
presents to an audience. Another aspect of interest is an experimental project to overcome perspective errors caused by 
viewer locomotion. Using web-cams and implementing face-tracking for each screen, the system could determine a 
spectators position relative to a screen. An imaging system would be able to present a viewer with an image from the 
equivalent and correct point of view. This technique is widely used in Virtual Reality applications for computer 
generated imagery by utilising head tracking, but doing so for a live action application, like the one's described here, 
introduces considerable challenges. Capturing a live-action scene requires a camera for each point-of-view, or a camera 
pair for stereoscopic imaging. With the recent advances in view synthesis, multi-view auto-stereoscopic displays and the 
availability of affordable stereoscopic cameras, the number of discreet point-of-views can be increased and the view 
point dependence decreased. 
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